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When unforeseen circumstances force natural enemies to become allies, something far more

enduring than animosity is bornâ€”friendship.Beatrice, a young healer living on the outskirts of the

human port settlement of Riverâ€™s Divide, simply wishes to hide herself from the searching eyes

of the Priesthood of the Revealing Light. The last thing she wants â€˜revealedâ€™ is that she is host

to a Larnkinâ€”a spirit creature of vast and forbidden magic.Her already complicated life grows more

perilous when a lupwyn scout stumbles into a trap set by the priesthood. If she sits back and does

nothing, the wolf-like shapeshifter will be drained dry by the priests until he is an empty, soulless

slave. As a healer, that isnâ€™t something she will allow. But lupwyns have no love for the newly

arrived humans.For the sake of mutual survival, Beatrice hopes this lupwyn can see beyond the

hatred caused by two warring peoples. If not, she might die at the hands of the male she is trying to

save.Authorâ€™s Note:Maidenâ€™s Wolf is a complete standalone story and can be read on its

own. However, I would suggest reading the series in order for maximum enjoyment.In

Deceptionâ€™s Shadow reading order:Betrayalâ€™s PriceHerd MistressMaidenâ€™s

WolfDeathâ€™s Queen (coming soon)
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I really enjoyed Maiden's Wolf. The Lupwyn trapper Silverblade has been scouting around the

human settlement and has concluded that the humans themselves are not really a threat to the

wolf-like nomads, but Master Tensler and his acolytes who consume magic most definitely are

dangerous. He's in the process of returning with his pack mates when disaster strikes and they're

caught in a deadly trap. Only with the help of the healer Beatrice is he able to survive and they're

faced with a long journey home to his pack.... while being tracked by the acolytes.This is book 3 in

the series "In Deception's Shadow" and you should absolutely read the first two books before

reading this one or it will make no sense. The story moves along with many challenges for the pair

to overcome, and multiple confrontations with the enemy. Though not quite as intense as the earlier

two books, the larger story of the Twelve and the great evil they must overcome to prevent the

destruction and enslavement of their world continues. I can hardly wait for the next book!Spelling &

Grammar are clean enough to keep my inner grammarian very happy. Ms. Blackwood's writing is a

delight to enjoy!

Beatrice, a young healer living on the outskirts of the human port settlement of Riverâ€™s Divide,

simply wishes to hide herself from the searching eyes of the Priesthood of the Revealing Light. The

last thing she wants â€˜revealedâ€™ is that she is host to a Larnkinâ€”a spirit creature of vast and

forbidden magic.Her already complicated life grows more perilous when a lupwyn scout stumbles

into a trap set by the priesthood. If she sits back and does nothing, the wolf-like shapeshifter will be

drained dry by the priests until he is an empty, soulless slave. As a healer, that isnâ€™t something

she will allow. But lupwyns have no love for the newly arrived humans.For the sake of mutual

survival, Beatrice hopes this lupwyn can see beyond the hatred caused by two warring peoples. If

not, she might die at the hands of the male she is trying to save.Maidenâ€™s Wolf is a complete

standalone story and can be read on its own.That's the blurb.I really liked Maidens Wolf and

recommend it.Thank you Lisa Blackwood.

This series has been one of my all time favorites that I started on  and it will be great to reread when

its all over and I will probably read more than twice. Biggest fan!!!!

I so have enjoyed this book as well as the preceeding books in this series. I hope I won't have to

wait too long for the next one. Thank you for hours of pleasure.

This story will grab you and keep you as it carries you away to many adventures, battles, loves and



alliances. Complex and lovable characters (except for the bad guys).
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